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1. Introduction 
For every country adequate shaping of basic structures for the 
organization of the enterprises has been of evident importance within 
the national economy. Of course, that is in same way guilty for a 
socialist country, where we· have to take, in consideration· special 
requirements regarding the people's ownership in decisive produc-
tion means. There is no further proof needed, that we should accept 
the organizational structure of the economy as well as the enterprises 
as a dynamic process, caused by certain historic conditions and 
requirements. On the one hand, this standpoint can be founded on 
general factors or requirements, coming from the development of 
production forces as well as from the production relations(the social 
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side). On the other ha:i;i.d, we have to consider special factors as 
the size of countries or populations, the level of scientific-techno-
logical and economic development, the ability of leading people 
responsible for ruling the national economy, the countrie's traditions 
etc., if we are going to analyzing and evaluating the existing forms 
and ways, to make the organizational structure in the practice of 
social life more efficient. 
During the past up to now, interesting and original ideas and 
discussions have been taken place regarding the optimal way for 
shaping the organizational structure of the economy. For example, 
the manyfolded discussions on the optimal size of enterprises are 
well known as well as the slogan "small is beautiful". Of course, 
we should be carefully in every way if we try to dare a generaliza-
tion, because this matter is not only of scientific interest but prim~ 
arily of vital importance for the nation's life. Therefore I examine 
the results in practice as the main factor for evaluation. Last not 
least (and this is our standpoint in policy, theory and practice), the 
current increase of the national economy and its efficiency as well 
as the improvement of working people's life standard should give the 
best and the most convincing decision on the quality of the economy's 
organizational structure. 
At the present, strong discussions and movements in socialist 
countries have been, intensively guided in the interest of making 
progressive steps towards a reform of the national economy (organ-
izational problems included). You will understand, that such changes 
are of decisive political and economic importance especially in the 
big countries as in the USSR and People's China. But, also in the 
sn1aller countries, for example in CSSR, Hungary and GDR contr-
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ibutions have been made in this field, which are going to be 
proved within the practice of economy. 
In this lecture I would like to speak about adequate ideas and 
experiences, gathered in the industry of the GDR. Starting from 
this concept, also problems of the reform in some other socialist 
countries being in discussion can be tackled. Beside this, manyfolded 
changes in other spheres of the economy can· be seen and expected, 
for example in the agricultural sectors, in the handicraft branches 
etc., what should not been touched ·here. 
In this way I will not follow any so called "model discussions" 
in the matters, on the other hand we are intensively looking for 
the best way, based on the exchange of national experiences. 
Historical seen, the USSR has formed the first foundamental 
system of management and planing under the conditions of people's 
ownership in production means, including centralized ruling of the 
economy as well as a combination with decentralized realization of 
economic functions within the enterprises. We know this system as 
a relatively centralized one as well as the consequences of its cons-
truction. Based on further research work in the USSR it should be 
decided, which factors were primarily determinative for this : war 
factors for its allowance or in conection with other conditions. 
After the Second World War all european socialist countries 
had to transfer the economic experiences of the USSR. The historic 
conditions as objectively taken, no other way in the practice of 
developing the national economy could be launched. Frankly speak-
ing, this way marked by making usage of USSR's experiences during 
the first period, has been of high importance for the ecoriomic 
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development. It has been the basis, in order to create a new system 
of socialist management and planing for the national economy as a 
whole and for enterprise level. 
After this initial period and combined with further social 
changes, requirements for the next steps in improving the system 
have been felt. At the end of the fiftieth three levels of management 
became a. determinative role in the GDR. 
(a) A special ministry on top has been responsible for the 
whole (that in cooperation with state planing commission) - for 
example: the ministry of tool machine-building industry; 
(b) A special management institution has been responsible 
for a certain group of enterprises-for example : "Vereinigung vol-
kseigener Betriebe des W erkzeugmaschinenbaus" ; 
(c) The enterprise for itself had to act on the basic level-for 
example : "VEB W erkzeugmaschinenfabrik X". 
First at all, this development has been a step toward the right 
-direction in finding an adequate organizational structure as well as a 
new conception for management and planing of our people's own 
industry. 
In this way also a certain differentiation between enterpris¢s 
of central importance and other ones of regional responsibility has 
been accomplished by the authorities. Additionally to this develo-
pment should be revalued, main positions regarding the principles 
of profitableness within the enterprise have been introduced during 
this period. 
Of course, after a certain time we had to register obstacles, 
caused by this kind of organizational solution. That means : The 
requirements of the reproduction process for a typical sphere in the 
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division of labour could not enough been covered by an adequate 
type· of organization and management. In this tii:ne, for example 
highly ranked research institutions and other scientific-technological 
capacities as well as the responsibilities for the important functions 
regarding foreign trade have been externally organized by the 
_enterprises (the big ones). The level of responsibility of management 
and planing within our big enterprises did not further go in line 
with the objec;:tive requirements. 
Transiting the GDR's economy to the new way of intensively 
developed reproduction, the necessity of creating a new quality of 
organization (especially on enterprise level) has been objectively felt. 
Beginning in 1967, we have launched the complicated process of 
changing to the new organizational form of kombinat accomplished, 
whereby we could relatively finish this transition during the eigh-
tieth. 
The foundation of kombinats must be seen as a reaction 
according to objectively increased conditions and requirements in 
the GDR, especially introduced by the scientific-technological revol-
ution all over the world. Step by step, experiences within the 
production have been gathered and revised (if necessary), in order 
to come to an efficient generalization. Now let us come to the main 
problems of kombinat's development. 
2. Requirements, Shaping the Structure and the Criterions of 
a Kombinat 
The wide ranged aims of the social development in the GDR, 
transition to the intensively developed reproduction of economy, the 
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new stage of the scientific-technological revolution as well as the 
dynamic of the world market have caused the necessity, to form 
this economical units of industrial production, characterized by a 
high level of competitive powers, flexibility and responsibility, to 
meet the challenging tasks in the economy of today and tomorrow. 
That is especially a vital matter for the industry, being a motor 
for the economic development as a whole and as the producer of 
the majority share of national income. Therefore, the core of the 
matter has been it, to give the main responsibility for the relatively 
closed process or cycle of economic reproduction relating to a certain 
branch of the division of labour (ship building industry), adequate 
enterprises and capacities included, extensively into the hands of 
the producers and management. 
The drawing in the last paper of this manuscript shows the 
main structure of an industrial kombinat. (1. p. 41. ) It should be 
emphasized, that completing the kombinat's structure by typical en-
terprises, subsidiaries and facilities, necessary for covering the 
production needs in all stages of production, especially a narrow 
link between science and · research work and production has been 
ensured as well as comprehensive functions in foreign trade could 
be transferred to the producers. 
This leads to the definition of kombinat: (1. p. 41-42. ) The 
people's own kombinat in the industry is an economic basic unit of 
the planed socialist national economy, which is economically and 
juridically independent and responsible for its production. The kom-
binat makes usage of fonds transferred from the homogeneous national 
property, available as capacities for production, research work, 
engineering and designing, production of special means for ration-
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alization, facilities for trade and foreign trade (if necessary), in the 
interest of the kombinat's employees and the whole society. The 
production is to be realized in the frame work of the binding tasks 
of the national plan, which is discussed before. 
Following types of kombinats should be distinguished : (1) 
kombinats of the consumer good industries; (2) kombinats which 
are producing production means; (3) kombinats for extracting row 
materials; (4) kombiri.ats which have to provide other branches with 
basic parts. 
Kominats, which are producing consumer goods and produc-
tion means can be characterized as final producers of the industry. 
Kombinats of general importance for the economy have been made 
responsible for providing other branches with a demarcated producti-
on (supply of quality steel marks). In the consumer goods industry 
the several kombinats with a similar profil are existing, which 
have to work in the interest of special regions (7 kombinats for 
production of furniture ; 4 kombinats for the production of clothes.). 
Regarding the bakery, meat and beverage industries as well as in 
the production of energy one kombinat is responsible for one district. 
3. Different Sizes of Kombinats Regarding Conditions and 
Requirements 
GDR is to be characterized as a small country, based on a 
highly developed industry and economy. From this follows the set-
ting up of concentration fields in research work, production and 
export, determined by the economic strategy of GDR as well as 
by the cooperation work within the CMEA (COMECON). This leads 
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again to the requirement, to shape the kombinats by adequate sizes, 
fonds, production profils and manpowers. 
A first essential distinction is to. consider between the komb-
inats of general or strategic rank and the komdinats of regional 
importance. The first ones work under responsibility of a ministry, 
while the second group is subordinated to a regional authority. In 
this way we registered (1986) 127 kombinats of general importance 
and 95 other ones in the industry. Above them, further kombinats 
in uther fields of economic activity are existing (in construction, 
traffic). (2. p.103.) 
The second distinction is related to the size of economic 
capacity : (1) The number of manpowers reaches from 2, 000 to 
65, 000 ; (2) The industrial production strews 136 · Mill. Mark to 30 
Milliards Mark. (3) The number of enterprises of a kombinat 
amounts from 2 to 65. 
We have to understand this facts as an expression of different 
requirements, caused by the economy or market. Of course, changes 
in the proportions of this system will continuously take place. 
4. The Komdinat as an Integrated Part of the Socialist National 
Economy and the Problem of the Own Responsibility 
Then we have to start from some main positions, playing a 
part in the actual discussions in socialist countries related to the 
current tasks of reforming the national economy. Therefore the 
' following theses should be introduction into the matter: (a) The 
economic strategy of a country and adequate planing, related to this 
aims, should form an effective unit with the transferred own res-
ponsibility of the kombinat, to reach a high level of efficiency in 
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the .whole economy as well as on the level of the kombinat. (b) 
· Kombinats are responsible and in disposition. rights of a part of na-
tional property. This will remain as people's own proprietorship and 
can not be directly transferred to the ownership of employees. In 
this case a change to a co-operative society would take place, what 
is not the aim in general. (c) The main principle of running komb-
inats is to produce and reproduce the own fonds. 
Relating the realization in the practice there have been some 
problems. We should briefly discuss. 
Regarding point (a) we strictly hold the opinion, that social and 
economic strategy making is necessary. It puts tasks and gives the 
frame work for future development, in which the kombinat can 
elaborate the own longterm strategic concepts. Planing is a basic 
element of management and leading the economy. Therefore an 
effective link between the central strategy making and planing and 
the management and planing on the level of a kombinat has been 
necessary. Nowadays modern planing is realized by a cooperation 
b~tween kombinats and state planing commission, directly organized 
and only based on some economic main figur~s, necessary for 
ensuring the functions of the whole national economy. In this way 
we distinguish between planing directions, which are to be discussed 
and revised, and planing tasks as a finally authorized docume.nt. 
This mechanism has been included a comprehensive planing discuss-
ion, leaded by• the management and the trade unions. Often the 
relations between planing and market has been discussed. Strategy 
making and adequate planing serve the foresight of the requirements 
of the people and .the market, whereby we cannot see a contradic-
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tion. Of course, we always have to accept new aspect of the market, 
which we have to meet by flexible reactions. 
Relating point (b) we are intensively faced with the question 
how to vigorously encourage the consciousness of our employees to 
reach a still higher level of feeling and working as proprietors of 
production means. Realy, that is a task, we had better to fulfil 
than before. To solve this problem, ideas in socialist countries are 
existing, to couple the whole income of the workers to the profit 
of the kombinat. We cannot agree with, because difficulties, tem-
porarily caused in which workers have not· been responsible for the 
reasons, should not be devolved to them. In the sphere of economy 
sufficient measures are available, especially by an adequate differe-
ntiation of wages due to the performance. Better conditions can also 
be seen by making a better usage of the bonus fonds, depending on 
the profit increase. The share. of bonus, regarding the whole income 
has been to low, in order to stimulate effective or not sufficient 
work performances as essential measure for everybody. Progress or 
change should be necessary. 
At last (point c), the· own production and reproduction of the 
fonds, especially of the investment fonds, has been played an imp-
ortant part in the practice. During the past, relatively high amount 
of this fonds has been given to the enterprises by the state budget. 
Some years ago, we have launched to change this system, in order 
to give enterprises the opportunities in obtaining the adequate 
investments by own activities. First steps have been the creation of 
own capacities for the production of special machines and means 
for rationalization purposes as well as of departments for construc-
tion and the occasion to spend foreign currency in a limited frame 
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work. This way will be confirmed, whereby we will give state 
support mainly for such investments, characterized by a rather high 
amount of fonds. 
5. Management of the Kombinat 
In this field a main experience has been elaborated : The 
management of the whole kombinat is organized from the basic 
unit. That means: We have no more a special management outside 
of the enterprises. The director general manages the basic plant 
(mostly the biggest and most important factory) and based on this 
capacity simultaneously the other plants or departments of the 
kombinat. But two other ways are also available. 
The director general is subordinated to a minister. During my 
lecture you could learn, that the main changes in the organizational 
structure have been taken place on the kombinat's level. It is imag-
inated, that we can save the level of the ministries one day. 
However, we follow the principle, to change a situation if we have 
prepared a better solution for the practice. The current level of 
official planing, directly organized between the state planing comm-
ission and the kombinat, shows the effective way. The directors, 
responsible for the different enterprises or departments of• the 
kombinat, are subordinated to the director general. Of course, all 
enterprises of the kombinat strictly operate on the principle of profi-
tableness. Adequate to the requirements of the .kombinat as whole 
conversion of fonds so many the enterprises have been possible. 
Based on informatics and the usage of modern computers 
growing possibility for rationalizing the system of management and 
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planing have been opened. The planing relations between the 
kombinat and the authorities could be more or less based on the 
exchange of documents (changing of paper). In some kombinats 
well shaped basic facilities are existing, to reach step by step a 
fully integrated information and management system. 
6. Result and Outlook 
Today 3. 4 Mill. workers have been engaged in the komdinats 
of the industry, producing 64% of national income, 90% of all export 
products are coming from the industry-. These kombinats make the 
highest contribution to our economic growth, which has been > ( =) 
4% expressed in national income. Therefore we can state : The 
kombinats are the spine of national economy. They should be 
characterized as junctions of economy especially to accomplish 
scientific-technological progress as well as enrichment of socialist 
mode of production. · This type of organization in the economy can 
be evaluated as effectively. That is also of importance in another 
direction, because we can register common features in USSR, CSSR, 
and GDR. In People's China one should take in consideration certain 
speciaHties, caused by the given level of economic development. 
Finally, we go a similar way. This fact is of advantage, because 
economic relations can be shaped between strong and productiv~ 
partners within the COMECON countries. Nowadays, so called direct 
relations in production, trade and scientific cooperation between 
kombinats and other similar economic institutions of the countries 
are becoming a decisive part, while during the past many economic 
negotiations have been managed by the ministers. Of course, requ-
irements for the kombinats are continuously growing up, especially 
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in connection with the scientific-technological revolution. In this 
direction our powers have been concentrated, to extend our position 
on the market. 
Further on, our analysis work show different performances in 
comparison of the reached economic level among the kombinats, 
which are caused by certain factors of management activities. We 
organize strong efforts, to exhaust this reserve. 
Finally, during a longer period (-20 years) as well as in the 
right time the system of the organizational structure of the industry 
has been tranformed, which can be evaluated as succesfully. 
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